Articles: A, An, The
Before a noun
a boy, a cat, a dog, a fire, a girl, a house, a star, a pirate, a uniform
an animal, an egg an ice cube, an orange, an umbrella, an hour
General / specific - The first mention / the second mention
I found a dog yesterday. The dog was sleeping outside my apartment.
I went to a great restaurant. The restaurant was near my school.
Superlative
the tallest mountain, the best pasta, the most interesting book
Some country / famous building names
the US, the UK, the Philippines, the Eiffel Tower, the Statue of Liberty
Number
Do you have any brothers or sisters? Yeah, I have one brother and a sister.

Use a, an, the to complete the story.
I want to tell you about ___ amazing trip I took to New York. I’m from Los Angeles on
___ West Coast of ___ United States. Until last year, I had never been to ___ East
Coast. I have ___ cousin living there though. Actually, I have nine cousins in all, but ___
one living in New York is called Antonio. Antonio lives in ___ Bronx.
When I arrived, he picked me up at ___ airport and took me to his apartment. Later, he
introduced me to some of his friends at ___ local restaurant. ___ food was fantastic!
I had ___ slice of pizza that was as big as my head! That was ___ biggest pizza ever!
___ next day, Antonio took me to Manhattan. We visited ___ lot of places tourists like to
go; ___ Empire State Building, ___ Met, and ___ few others. My favorite was ___ public
library. That’s ___ building they used in ___ opening of Ghostbusters which is ___ best
movie ever!
___ trip was ___ great experience for me. Antonio is ___ lucky guy to be living in “___
city that never sleeps!” Of course I love L.A., it’s ___ incredible place to live too. Maybe,
if Antonio has time, he can take ___ trip to ___ West Coast’s best city, L.A.

Articles: A, An, The
Before a noun
a boy, a cat, a dog, a fire, a girl, a house, a star, a pirate, a uniform
an animal, an egg an ice cube, an orange, an umbrella, an hour
General / specific - The first mention / the second mention
I found a dog yesterday. The dog was sleeping outside my apartment.
I went to a great restaurant. The restaurant was near my school.
Superlative
the tallest mountain, the best pasta, the most interesting book
Some country / famous building names
the US, the UK, the Philippines, the Eiffel Tower, the Statue of Liberty,
Number
Do you have any brothers or sisters? Yeah, I have one brother and a sister.

Use a, an, the to complete the story.
I want to tell you about an amazing trip I took to New York. I’m from Los Angeles on the
West Coast of the United States. Until last year, I had never been to the East Coast. I
have a cousin living there though. Actually, I have nine cousins in all, but the one living
in New York is called Antonio. Antonio lives in the Bronx.
When I arrived, he picked me up at the airport and took me to his apartment. Later, he
introduced me to some of his friends at a local restaurant. The food was fantastic!
I had a slice of pizza that was as big as my head! That was the biggest pizza ever!
The next day, Antonio took me to Manhattan. We visited a lot of places tourists like to
go; the Empire State Building, the Met, and a few others. My favorite was the public
library. That’s the building they used in the opening of Ghostbusters which is the best
movie ever!
The trip was a great experience for me. Antonio is a lucky guy to be living in “the city
that never sleeps!” Of course I love L.A., it’s an incredible place to live too. Maybe, if
Antonio has time, he can take a trip to the West Coast’s best city, L.A.

